This paper describes work leading towards the concept of a Geometry of Formal Methods[Mac96], [HM97] , which explores the relationship between various formal specifications and aspects of modern abstract algebraic theories with a strong geometric interpretation, in particular such concepts as fibre-bundles, sheaves and related ideas in topology and category theory. Inspired by ideas and notions of seeking a geometry of computing and of formal methods, and with the category theoretic concepts of topos in mind, we explore how such a geometry might be expressed in concrete diagrams, and explore their ability to lay clear some of the concepts behind tail recursion optimisation. We also indicate how this approach can be used in an exposition of various published program transformation rules in this area. We also show the use of category theoretic notions to help explain the similarity of two apparently quite different diagrams. All of this points towards a future foundation for our geometry, both in diagrammatic and algebraic form, in the area of category theory.
Introduction
This paper describes work leading towards the concept of a Geometry of Formal Methods, as originally proposed in [Mac96] . The idea there was to find an analogue, in the area of formal methods, of the Cartesian Duality which was so successful in uniting Euclidean geometry with algebra. These ideas were expanded upon in [HM97] , which explored the relationship between various formal specifications and aspects of modern abstract algebraic theories with a strong geometric interpretation, in particular such concepts as fibre-bundles, sheaves and related ideas in topology and category theory. In this paper we adopt a different tack, taking as a cue various remarks made regarding the concept of an algorithm [Mac] as being in some sense a trajectory through some form of space. The notion of algorithm or program state space is not new [Dij76, p10] [DS89, pp4-5], but here we attempt to use diagrams to visualise the behaviour of different algorithms, particularly those that implement the same function. A key goal here is to explore the notion of a geometry of algorithms as an aid to seeing the relationships between those of interest. The connection with formal methods is retained in that our main interest is using diagrams to aid in understanding various correctness-preserving transformation rules. As a concrete area to work in, and because it has been of interest to our colleagues, we choose to use the relationship between tail and other forms of recursion as a vehicle to explore this aspect of formal methods "geometry". The rest of this paper is organised as follows: First we introduce the concepts and notation, by considering the example of the recursive factorial algorithms, looking at tail and linear (or "naive" [Mac90] ) variants; Then we look at some more complex examples, before moving on to consider the use of the proposed diagrams as a means of describing and comprehending various recursion transformation rules; Finally, we relate this material back to contemporary related work, such as the ideas of [HM97] , automata theory, and various approaches possible from within category theory, and explore suggested future avenues of research.
Setting the Scene: Factorial
Our starting point is an observation about the motion of a tail-recursive function in some sort of "trajectory space", as made by my colleague, Dr. Mícheál Mac an Airchinnigh. Consider the tail-recursive form of factorial:
Notation Note : We make overloaded use of the symbol f here, using it to denote both the top-level call, as well as the tail-recursive form. Here the two uses are clearly distinguished on account of their different signatures. In order to emphasis this point, and the fact that we prefer to express multivariate functions as higher-order single variable forms, using currying, we put the first curried argument in square brackets. Hence f (3) denotes a call at the top level to f : N→N, whereas f [3] denotes a call to the curried tail recursive form:
When we look at the recursive step, we see that it can be viewed as the repeated action of a parameterised morphism (f [ ]), whose parameter decreases as it operates upon an accumulator argument:
We can also view f [n] itself as a mapping taking a → n! · a, an hence as an instance of an affine transformation -this connection into a possible geometric interpretation was mentioned in [Mac96] . However, our concern here is more with the diagrammatic way in which it was presented above. Now let us consider the linear (or "naive") recursive version:
An attempt to display a trajectory similar to that above fails almost immediately, because the multiplication here is "external", occurring after the recursive call has returned, and is a binary operation, which requires two arguments, which makes it harder to come up with a nice linear picture, similar to that above for tail recursion. In order to simplify matters, we will recast all binary operators into curried form, so that a ⊕ b, for an arbitrary operator ⊕, becomes ⊕[a]b instead. We see that this reformulation allows us to express things in a much neater diagrammatic form than if product constructions were present. As our binary or 2-place operators are all generally total and well-behaved, we do not need to concern ourselves with subtleties regarding the relationship between ⊕ :
A → A → A, such as their domains of definedness. The key to a successful display of recursion using diagrams comes from having an explicit representation of the control argument for the recursionthis is the argument which is tested to see if a base case has been reached, and which is decremented according to some well-founded ordering for every recursive call. The diagram above shows the data (accumulator argument) manipulation explicitly, but the control argument changes are implicit, visible only in the changing parameterisation of the morphism f [ ].
Before we look at tail recursion, let us introduce our diagrams and associated conventions,by considering the standard linear recursive form of factorial, recast using currying for binary operators:
First, let us consider the function as a whole -f has two formal placeholders, one for its input argument, called n, and another implicit one for result, which we call r. We indicate these placeholders by stacking them one above each other as follows:
Because these placeholders are associated with a given call to f , we may stress their linkage by connecting them with lines as shown below (this comes in useful when we look at binary recursion later on):
However, for single recursion, they usually clutter up the diagram, so we tend to omit them when the connection they denote is obvious from context. We now consider the base case, when n = 0. In this case, the value 1 is returned, but we wish to express this showing 0 "becoming" 1 in some sense. We achieve this by using a constant function -we adopt the combinator notation of [CF58] , which denotes the constant function that always returns x by Kx. Armed with this, we produce the diagram for the base case:
At this stage we should point out that we are handling conditionals implicitly, producing separate diagrams for each case, so strictly speaking we should label this diagram with a guard:
We now look at the recursive case. We have two calls involved, the current one, and the recursive sub-call that is made in order to complete the calculation. We adopt the convention of putting the current call placeholders on the left, and the sub-call's on the right:
For the sub-call we label the placeholders with the same names but decorated with primes. Note that we have no indication yet of the roles of the placeholders, to wit., if they stand for inputs or outputs of the function. These roles are made clear in the final diagram. We use labelled arrows to express the transformations that occur
We see that n = dec n and that r = ×[n]r (in that order). The arrows clearly indicate which placeholders are inputs and which are outputs. The diagonal arrow, feeding n to the first curried argument of ×[ ] is shown dashed because it is technically of a different type to those connecting n, n and r, r (both in the type-theoretic and category-theoretic sense, of which, more later). We can also see that the effect of the recursive step is to make the sub-call with work pending, namely the multiplication of the eventual result by the control input argument. It is this need to "come back", to the current value of n, and the pending multiplication which requires stack storage to keep track of it. The overall flow becomes clear when we construct a diagram showing the complete execution of f (3), were we have omitted the diagonal cross links for clarity :
Here you clearly see the stack being built on the way out, as it is the sequence of reversed arrows on the bottom. These same right to left arrow show the stack unwind sequence as the successive calls terminate, rippling back up. We have used double arrows to show the flow of arguments into the function (⇒ )and the result flow out (⇐). The conceptual clarity afforded by these diagrams becomes much more obvious when we show the tail recursive form in a similar manner. We shall find that the optimisation of replacing tail recursion by iteration, becomes immediately obvious. The tail recursive form using curried functions and ignoring the initial call (f [n]1) is:
The base case is presented diagrammatically as:
n n = 0 a ⇒ or more compactly, omitting the guard an showing n = 0 explicitly:
Here we have departed in a sense from our convention, because we have only two place holders, for n and a, but no explicit result place holder. However we make two points in our defence -one now, the other deferred until we have completed our look at tail recursive factorial. The first point is that the accumulator argument a effectively is the result placeholder in this case, although in general tail recursion it would be modified by the base case, before the function terminated. An example of this is given later when a transformation rule is discussed. The recursive step is as follows:
Immediately we can see that there is no work to be done once the sub-call is made, so there is no need to keep the current value of n around, or to stack up any pending ×[ ] operations. Also we are now well-placed to make our second point as to why a result placeholder (r) is not present. If it was, the recursive and base step diagrams would be:
Here we have that out-and-back flow we saw for the linear recursion, but it is not immediately obvious that the back flow is vacuous and redundant, consisting solely of identity morphisms (I). However, it is a good way to illustrate the inefficiency of tail recursion if it is not optimised into iteration. Returning to our tail recursive factorial, the following diagram shows the computation of f [3]1, showing clearly the one-way trajectory from input to result :
The key point here is that these diagrams make the relationship between linear and tail recursive factorial must easier to see, as well as the opportunity for optimising tail calls. We see this as being analogous to using geometric diagrams to illustrate a proof of some geometric property, even if the proof itself is done algebraically, via cartesian or other such coordinates. Part of our goal is to develop techniques and diagrams that are pedagogically sound ways of conveying these often difficult concepts. The clarity of these diagrams in displaying the "out-and-back" nature of naive recursion in contrast to the "go-straight-to-the exit" track of optimised tail recursion, is for us a good validation of the potential of this diagrammatic approach to be an effective device for communicating such ideas.
A Key Observation: the Wreath Product
Up to this point, we have presented this diagram notation as an aid to understanding, to seeing, the relationship between related algorithms. But these diagrams also triggered other more technical associations, by virtue of their similarity to other diagrams. A case in point is the very strong resemblance of the tail-recursive step diagram above to that used to illustrate the concept of Wreath Product, used in automata theory [Eil74, . The Wreath Product of λ : P → P and δ : P → Q → Q, denoted here by { {λ, δ} } is defined as
We can see its behaviour in the following diagram
Here we P and Q to denote the domain and range carrier sets of the λ and δ operators, rather than instances of the set elements being operated upon, as has been the case in previous diagrams in this paper. We can immediately see that the tail recursive step of factorial can be ex-pressed, with a minor change of signature 1 , as :
Simply put, we specify a tail recursive step by simply providing the function that reduces the control argument, and the function that computes the new accumulator value from the current input values. The wreath product provides the "plumbing".
What is the significance of all this ? First, note that the wreath product is used to model finite state machines, as distinct from pushdown stack automata. The key point about transforming linear recursion to a tail form is to be able to eliminate the need for a stack -to convert an algorithm that requires a pushdown automata into one that needs a simple finite state machine. We find that our diagrams end up showing the tail recursive step as having the same form as an abstraction (the wreath product) used to model finite state machines. We consider this a strong validation of the approach being adopted here. If we are to achieve our goal of finding a geometry of computing, or of formal methods, then the more we can exhibit close ties with our approach between various related areas (such as finite state machine theory, and tail-call optimization), the more confidence we may have that we are on the right track.
More Complicated Examples
We now proceed to look at some more complicated examples, in order to get a better feel for how well these diagrams work. We first look at an example of binary recursion, the well known Fibonacci function. There has been considerable work reported on in the literature on transforming various forms of recursion into tail recursive form [BD77, AK82, BW82, PP86, Par90] . We look at a few examples of such transformation rules, here taken from [Par90, §6.5].
Fibonnacci Function
Many forms of binary recursion can be transformed into linear (naive) and hence tail recursive forms. The classic example of this is the Fibonacci func-tion which is usually presented with the following binary recursive definition:
for which we can produce the following diagram for the recursive case: Note that here we need to explicitly indicate which placeholders are linked in a given call, because of the presence of two recursive sub-calls. We have also made our placeholder labelling a bit more self-explanatory. The key step towards linear recursion is to generalise the function to return both f (n) and f (n − 1) together -we call this function g, noting that (f (n + 2), f(n + 1)) = (f (n + 1) + f (n), f(n = 1)), and so obtain :
This gives us the following simple diagram :
(1, 0)
The key feature to note here is the absence of effective "wreathing" (the accumulator computation ignores the control argument) -the control variable (n) serves solely to count the application of h to the initial argument, so we can reverse the bottom arrows immediately to obtain:
(r n , r n−1 ) from which we instantly obtain the tail recursive form of g :
and the iterative form :
It is quite clear that the diagrams provide a good aid to seeing and understanding the relationship between the various algorithms.
General Recursion Transformations
We now look at some program transformation rules, using as our example those found in Partsch's 1990 book, [Par90] . In particular, our focus of interest is on the contents of section §6.5, pp296-310, entitled "Simplification of Recursion". We have rewritten the material in our style, but keep the same names as used there, in order to facilitate comparisons. The first rule is Simplification of Linear Recursion I. Consider :
subject to the condition that p is associative
We can immediately draw the following diagram illustrating both the recursive step (left side) and the base case (right side): 
According to Simplification of Linear Recursion I we can re-define f as the following tail recursive form
This leads to the following diagram, which is complicated by the necessity to keep p's arguments in the correct order, as in general it is not commutative:
Here k is a placeholder for K(x) and h = H(x). This diagram is quite complex, but we can remove some of the clutter as follows :
Here there is no explicit arrow linking y to the first argument position of p[ ], in the recursive case. Let us consider an example where f (x 0 ) is such that B((K ) 3 (x 0 )) = True. The linear recursive execution has the following diagram:
From this, by tracing through, we can see that what is returned is the expression:
where
The tail recursive execution is indicated as :
Here the expression returned is
By comparison we can clearly see the need for associativity and neutrality in order to make this work, but also the lack of a need for commutativity. This rule is a key motivation behind the choice of defining recursive functions on sequences using x σ, rather than x : σ, that is adopted, for instance, in [Mac90] . The structure (Σ , , Λ) is a monoid so p[x]y = x y and E = Λ have the relevant associativity and neutrality properties. The cons operator is not a binary operator at all, and has a signature incompatible with that of p[ ] However an analogous result is obtainable if we consider functions from "cons-lists" (x : σ) to "snoc-lists" (σ ; x), as has been considered in [Wad87] . The next example from [Par90] is Recursion simplification II. Given A comprehensive review of categories as a basis for an algebra of functional programs can be found in [Bd87] . The structures adopted there (called "allegories") seem different in nature to topoi, and are oriented towards allowing functional programs to be specified as relations, and towards providing a means of transforming such relations into corresponding functions. However as stated in [Bd87, p109] , their concept of a "tabular allegory with a unit and power object" is a topos. This is certainly an area we should investigate, in order to see how our diagrams fit with this approach
Summary
Inspired by ideas and notions of seeking a geometry of computing and of formal methods, and with the category theoretic concepts of topos in mind, we have explored how such a geometry might be expressed in concrete diagrams, and explored their ability to lay clear some of the concepts behind tail recursion. We have seen how the relationship between linear and ail recursion in the factorial function can be visualized, and explored the simplification of the naive binary recursive form of Fibonacci. We have also indicated how this approach can be used in an exposition of various published program transformation rules in this area. Here we exploited the category theoretic notion of a commuting diagram to help explain the similarity of two apparently quite different diagrams. All of this points towards a future foundation for our geometry, both in diagrammatic and algebraic form, in the area of category theory.
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